
Book of Revelation's End-time Mark 
Lion = England     Leopard = Germany     Bear (w/RIB) = Russia     Horned Beast = EU Super State 

 

Revelation's Forbidden Fruit 
‘Let no man be deceived such were Adam & Eve as there will be a Global Decree causing all to 

receive a Symbol conceived to mark all as a Deed in an elaborate scheme paying tribute to 
Rome's pagan trinity (i.e. tri-star, a trio of stars)’. 

Final Countdown 
The 6000-year Creation Story drew to a close w/the fall of the Berlin Wall and the subsequent rise of 

Globalism, which places Germany's last kingdom (i.e. 'forth head', or Reich) in its 33rd year as of 2022.  

This reversal of fortune for Israel's chief Holocaust aggressor and World War proponent is the 'fatal 

wound that was healed' for all the world to see as that Wall came down on November 09, 1989 sounding 

the alarm bells on the world stage for what could be the last and final 40-year transition period before 

Israel may finally embrace their Messiah.  Thus, the end-time tribulation will signal the final few years 

(i.e. 84 months) of man's reign on earth, which is likely set to commence sometime in the Leopard's (i.e. 

Germany's) 33rd year of 'Freedom from Captivity' (i.e. 2022, perhaps) once a Peace Agreement w/Israel is in 

place.  The Great Tribulation will occur 42 months thereafter and be punctuated by segregating (e.g. 

starting w/economic sanctions, then by 'elimination' during the Great Tribulation) all those unwilling to receive The 

Mark and accept the 'Global Mandate' by Rome's Supreme Man-god (i.e. Anti-Christ) of forced idol worship 

of their pagan 'holy trinity' and 'Universal Deity' in what will be the final attempt to erase our Lord & 

Savior, Jesus Christ of Nazareth, from the ethos of history and re-establish their age-old, pagan 

system of gov't w/Rome's Holy See (, 'all seeing eye') as the reigning seat of power, once again.  All 

those who partake in this end-time agenda and pledge allegiance to this 'New World Order' by accepting 

its Forbidden Fruit (Rome's 'trinity' Symbol; based upon what they have dubbed a 'Monogram for Christ' to deceive 

the masses) will become enslaved to Rome's end-time agenda and receive eternal damnation as their 

reward at tribulation's end in the very last place you would ever want to find yourself. 

 

Forbidden Fruit   Rome's Mark of their pagan trinity uses a similar Celtic-like, trio-shaped pattern 

Also, do not take communion, or attend any church, using Rome's 'Greek' monogram 'ihs', which the 

Romans claim stands for our Lord & Savior, but in reality, is the hallmark sign of their pagan gods, 

Iuppiter (Jupiter; Zeus if Greek), Helios (Roman sun god borrowed from Greece), and Selene (Greek moon goddess 

now used by Rome, along w/their goddess, Luna).  As such, this pagan 'Monogram for Christ', commonly 

referred to as 'I7S ' (Greek tongue; 'Universal Deity' will have this format, too) by intellects and those w/in 

the ivory corridors of power, employs the use of an ancient Greek method of counting that was well 

known when NT Scriptures were written (i.e. 'let those that understand count 'his' name) and that formula* 

exposes Rome, its end-time agenda, their pagan (monogram-based) Symbol of the 'holy trinity', and their 

'Universal Deity' for what it is, which follows:  Twice (Sum of Alphabet, A thru Z)  Minus (Sum of I, H, S)*, 

which equals 2(351) - (9 + 8 + 19) = (702 - 36) = 666. 

 

ROME'S PAGAN 'HOLY TRINITY' 
& 'GREEK' Monogram for Christ 

IHS 

IS SIX HUNDRED & SIXTY-SIX 

 * * *    (tri-star often depicted as a trio of stars, stripes, hexagons, crosses, almond-like patterns, etc.) 
* formula uses Eng alphabet as the end-time beast will have the 'mouth of a lion', meaning English speaking; use of three crosses 
indicates the Romans attempted to sacrifice our precious Lord & Savior to ‘the gods’ in honor of their Spring goddess, ‘Easter’. 
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